
 

Year 1 Curriculum Newsletter 
Welcome to year 1, we hope you’ve had a lovely summer break. This 

term our science topic is Humans and Animals! 
English 

 

We will be looking at a variety of stories from familiar settings 

and bringing reading books home every week. We will continue to 

have phonics sessions every week and learn some new phonemes. 

We will send home some phonics homework in a couple of weeks. It 

will be given out on a Monday and will be due the following Monday.  

 

 

Maths 

We will be practising our number recognition and understanding 

the place value of these numbers. We will be developing the 

children’s skills in reasoning and problem solving. We will be 

working with addition and subtraction including 1 more, 1 less. 

Please help us to write our numbers the correct way round.  

Science & Topic  

    

 

We will be comparing ourselves with other animals and finding out 

about how different animals feed, move and grow. As part of this 

topic, we are creating an animal hospital in our role play area. If 

you have any non-fiction animal books feel free to bring them in 

for us to look at. 

Computing  

 

We will be learning about internet safety this half term and 

finding out how to email our classmates on the learning platform.  

Each week we will be setting tasks on the learning platform for 

you to compete if you wish to.   

 

There will also be drama, music, indoor and outdoor PE, painting, 

sketching, role play activities, PSHE and show and tell each week.  

We will let you know when it is your child’s turn. 

If you have any spare time at home, why don’t you….. 

 

 Log onto the learning platform and try some of the activities. 

 Practice writing your letters and numbers the correct way. 

 Find out about where different animals live. 

 

 
As part of our Animal Topic we hope to have some pets visit us in the classroom. If your 

child has any specific pet allergies please inform the class teacher. 

Thankyou 

  Mr Sahota, Mrs Ruddle & Mrs Wildsmith 


